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Introduction

History and principle of X-ray CT
Since the discovery of a new type of radiation by Wilhelm Röntgen, X-rays have been used extensively in various research fields. A pertinent feature of this radiation type is its capability to penetrate material in varying degrees. This is mathematically formulated by Beer's law, which expresses the transmitted intensity of a monochromatic X-ray passing an object:
( 1) where is the incident beam intensity and is the local linear attenuation coefficient along the raypath . The energy-dependent linear attenuation coefficient is determined by four effects, i.e. photoelectric effect, incoherent (Compton) scattering, coherent (Rayleigh) scattering and pair production. The latter can only occur at energies above 1.022 MeV and is thus not relevant in most X-ray CT setups. More information on this topic can be found in (Attix, 1986; Knoll, 2000) .
This property was soon used for medical (Frost, 1896; Miller, 1896) and non-medical (Brühl, 1896) applications. In geosciences, the internal structure of a great diversity of geological samples has been examined by radiographic imaging mainly in the last 50 years (Baker and Friedman, 1969; Bjerreskov, 1978; Bouma, 1964; Calvert and Veevers, 1962; Hamblin, 1962; Herm, 1973; Howard, 1968; Louis et al., 2007; Monna et al., 1997; Schmidt et al., 2007; Sturmer, 1973) . Constant improvement of the equipment still makes it a very extensively used technique in a wide range of applications, of which the most known are medical radiography and security systems.
A major drawback of this technique is the loss of information in one dimension. Radiographs, which are sometimes called projection or shadow images, project a 3D object on a 2D detector plane, losing depth information. This can lead to misinterpretation of the images.
A new technique to overcome this disadvantage was developed in the 1970s called Computerized transverse axial tomography (Ambrose, 1976; Hounsfield, 1973; Ommaya et al., 1976) (abbreviated CAT or CT) . By acquiring projection images from different directions, a 3D volume is reconstructed using dedicated computer algorithms. This 3D reconstruction technique was almost immediately used for medical applications, allowing visualisation of the human body and brain (Gawler et al., 1974; Ledley et al., 1974; Paxton and Ambrose, 1974) . Applications in other research domains such as wood technology (Onoe et al., 1983; Taylor et al., 1984) , palaeontology (Conroy and Vannier, 1987; Zollikofer et al., 1998) , soil science (Anderson et al., 1988; Braz et al., 2000; Crestana et al., 1986; Crestana et al., 1985; Petrovic et al., 1982) , marine sciences (Boespflug et al., 1995) and geosciences in general (Coles et al., 1991; Vinegar and Wellington, 1987; Wellington and Vinegar, 1987) , as well as industrial applications (Hopkins et al., 1981) followed shortly.
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Towards micro-CT
Over the years, medical CT scanners have been drastically improved in terms of image quality, imaging speed and deposited radiation dose. Following technological advances, different generations of CT scanners have been conceived (Goldman, 2007) , with recent developments towards dual-energy (Flohr et al., 2006; Graser et al., 2009; Primak et al., 2007) and energy selective CT (Barber et al., 2011) . Temporal resolution has improved to less than 100 ms (Flohr et al., 2009) . In contrast, spatial resolution remains limited to several hundreds of micrometers due to the dimension of the investigated object, i.e. a human patient.
A new research field emerged in high-resolution X-ray tomography, commonly called micro-CT. This method was first discussed in the 1980's, using X-ray tubes (Elliott and Dover, 1982; Elliott and Dover, 1985; Sato et al., 1981) , gamma-ray sources (Gilboy, 1984; Gilboy et al., 1982) and synchrotron radiation (Bonse et al., 1986; Flannery et al., 1987; Grodzins, 1983) as X-ray source. Due to their low brilliance, gamma-ray sources are rarely used in micro-CT, and throughout the years both synchrotron-based and lab-based (using X-ray tubes) micro-CT have developed rapidly. The high brilliance of synchrotron radiation results in a clear superiority in terms of achievable spatial resolution and signal-to-noise ratio (Baruchel et al., 2006) , but the number of synchrotron facilities is limited and the operational cost is very high. Lab-based micro-CT systems (Jakubek et al., 2006; Masschaele et al., 2007) on the other hand have lower X-ray flux but are more cost-efficient. Nowadays, a large number of desktop CT systems exist (Sasov and Van Dyck, 1998) which are commercially available, making micro-CT accessible for a large number of researchers. Recent developments in terms of X-ray optics made lab-based micro-CT comparable to synchrotronbased micro-CT in terms of spatial resolution but at the drawback of a heavily reduced X-ray flux and thus increased measuring time.
Although there is no clear distinction between CT and micro-CT, only applications of the latter will be discussed in this article. The boundary between both techniques will be defined here at a spatial resolution of 200 µm, which is typically not achievable by medical CT devices. Sample sizes for micro-CT range from as large as 40 cm to as small as several micrometers, with typical sample sizes for micro-CT in geosciences ranging from 1 mm to 5 cm. Despite this difference, several of the limitations and advantages of X-ray micro-CT which will be discussed in following sections are also applicable to standard (medical) CT, although this will not always be mentioned explicitly.
Typical micro-CT setup
A large difference between conventional medical CT and micro-CT can be found in the rotational movement. In medical CT, the patient remains stationary, while the complete X-ray source and detector system rotates around the patient. In most micro-CT systems, it is the object under investigation that rotates, and X-ray source and detector remain stationary. This setup achieves a better mechanical stability which is required at high resolutions. An exception on the rotating sample are in-vivo small animal micro-CT scanners (Ritman, 2004; Schuster et al., 2004) . These are usually designed for high-speed scanning at reduced M A N U S C R I P T
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radiation dose, and are as such not optimized for geological applications. Nevertheless, their high scanning speed and stationary sample positioning can be useful for imaging dynamical processes in geological specimens.
The most common lab-based setup is the standard cone-beam micro-CT (Feldkamp et al., 1984; Turbell, 2001) . In this setup, the conical X-ray beam makes geometrical magnification possible by positioning the object under investigation at any position between X-ray source and detector ( Figure 1A ). This way, the highest achievable resolution is mainly limited by the focal spot size of the X-ray source. A trade-off has to be made between low-flux transmission-type X-ray tubes which allow for a focal spot size below 1 µm, and high-flux reflection-type X-ray tubes where the focal spot is larger (Vlassenbroeck, 2009) . More generally, a smaller focal spot size requires a reduced X-ray flux. This trade-off makes very high resolution micro-CT (<1 µm) difficult and time-consuming at lab-based setups. On the detector side, a range of technologies can be used due to the geometrical magnification. In most cases, a large a-Si flat-panel detector combined with a relatively thick scintillator screen is used to obtain a high dynamic range. Alternatively, X-ray optics can be used in combination with a high-flux source to achieve very high spatial resolution Gelb et al., 2009 ).
At synchrotron sources, the X-ray beam is almost parallel, making geometrical magnification impossible without X-ray optics but has a high X-ray flux. This high flux can be detected by a thin scintillator screen, converting the X-rays to visible light ( Figure 1B ). This allows the use of optical magnification lenses to achieve high resolution (Koch et al., 1998) . A trade-off exists between a very thin scintillator screen, increasing the obtained resolution but reducing the detection efficiency, or a thicker scintillator which increases the detection efficiency but reducing the highest achievable resolution (Stampanoni et al., 2002) . Geometrical magnification can be achieved using Fresnel zone plates (Chao et al., 2005; Chu et al., 2008) , resulting in very high resolution. Recently, ptychography has gained importance in the field of X-ray microscopy to achieve even smaller voxel size down to 10 nm (Dierolf et al., 2010; Godard et al., 2011; Schropp et al., 2012) .
Advantages and limitations of X-ray micro-CT
In this section, some of the advantages and limitations of high-resolution X-ray CT with respect to other techniques are discussed. Although some of the limiting effects are intrinsic to the technique, several others are the subject of current research and are likely to have a reduced impact in the near future.
3D visualisation and analysis
The main advantage of (micro-)CT is the ability to perform three-dimensional imaging in a non-destructive way. It returns a 3D distribution of the local linear attenuation coefficient, which is often stored as a stack of virtual 2D slices for quick viewing. Specialized rendering
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software such as Fiji, VGStudio or Avizo allow for visual inspection of this 3D volume based on this local linear attenuation coefficient.
Although this visual inspection is a great qualitative tool, quantitative results are often required. To obtain these quantitative results from the X-ray CT data, the complete 3D volume should be analysed in a dedicated software package. At the moment, several software packages are available, such as Avizo, VGStudio Max, MAVI, Blob3D (Ketcham, 2005) , Pore3D (Brun et al., 2010) , 3DMA-Rock (Lindquist, 2001) , Morpho+ Vlassenbroeck et al., 2007) and Fiji (Schlindelin et al., 2012) . Quantitative results from 3D analysis can include data on the overall texture of a material, component volume fractions, pore and grain size parameters and morphology (shape, sphericity, roundness,…), surface texture, and many more. Any kind of parameter can also be used for statistical analysis throughout the 3D volume.
In practice, this quantitative 3D analysis is often not straightforward and can be prone to several systematic errors caused by the effects described below. It is essential that micro-CT users are aware of the limitations and pitfalls while recording or analysing data.
Noise
Like all imaging techniques, X-ray imaging is subject to noise. The lower limit of this noise level is determined by the number of detected photons and equals Poisson noise. In practice, image noise is function of many parameters, particularly when a scintillator is used. For socalled photon counting detectors such as Medipix, this theoretical limit can be achieved due to the read-out electronics (Passmore et al., 2001; Tlustos et al., 2004) .
Discretization effects
In practice, projection data is always acquired using a 1D or 2D pixelated detector. After reconstruction, a 3D matrix of volume elements (voxels) is obtained. This discretization has a large impact on the possibilities of high-resolution X-ray CT.
One of the main limitations of micro-CT (and CT in general) is the lowest achievable voxel size compared to the size of the object under investigation. Due to the rotational movement, the volume that is imaged is a cylinder with diameter (4) where is the number of detector pixels, the distance between the center of two neighbouring pixels, the geometrical magnification defined as the ratio of the source-todetector distance over the source-to-object distance and the cone angle of the X-ray beam (Vlassenbroeck, 2009) . In case of parallel-beam micro-CT, the latter two are equal to 1 and 0, respectively. Because this volume is divided into pixels perpendicular to the rotational axis, the lowest achievable distance between the center of two neighbouring voxels (reconstructed voxel size) is:
To avoid severe imaging artefacts, this volume should have similar size as the complete sample (Kyrieleis et al., 2011) . For technological and computational reasons, is usually limited to several thousands of pixels, which sets a limit to the achievable voxel size as a function of the sample size.
All features which are smaller than this voxel size cannot be distinguished on the reconstructed dataset. Nevertheless, they do contribute to the reconstructed volume by means of the partial volume effect. The reconstructed value in each voxel is the average value of over the complete volume of that voxel. This also affects voxels which include an interface between structures, giving these voxels an intermediate grey value. This can be beneficial for visualisation and conversion to computer models for monomaterials (Young et al., 2008 ), but it is generally an imaging arefact reducing the accuracy of the data analysis (Ketcham and Carlson, 2001) . More specifically this effect may result in a large error when analysing small structures and pores with a large ratio of surface to volume (Kerckhofs et al., 2008) .
It is worth mentioning that voxel size is often confused with spatial resolution. The latter is a measure for the resolving power of an imaging system based on the modulation transfer function (MTF) of the complete imaging system, expressed in line pairs per distance unit. Due to the complexity of the MTF, the term resolution is commonly used to denote the reconstructed voxel size. It must be noted that the term resolution can also denote the number of pixels or voxels in an image.
Non-destructive technique
One of the main advantages of (micro-)CT is the non-destructive nature of the technique. It allows one to investigate the interior of an object without sacrificing it. This is a very valuable property, as it permits investigation of unique or valuable objects (Murphy et al., 2003) , investigation of live objects, investigation of structural changes in one and the same sample under influence of environmental changes (Rozenbaum, 2011; Van den Bulcke et al., 2009) or mechanical stress (Saadatfar et al., 2012; Zabler et al., 2008) , high-speed time-lapse monitoring (Mokso et al., 2011) etc. The monitoring of structural dynamic processes by means of X-ray CT is a big advantage since samples can be monitored and analysed in 3D under changing conditions, allowing to really visualise processes at a pore-scale level. Nevertheless, several conditions limit this advantage.
As mentioned before, the achievable voxel size is limited by the sample size. This makes it often necessary to take small sub-samples. The representativeness of the sample may be limited by this operation, making a well-considered compromise between voxel size and representative sample size necessary (Gy, 1976) . Taking sub-samples might also influence the behaviour of the sample, e.g. under influence of mechanical stress or vibrations caused by drilling. Additionally, physical properties and behaviour, both intended and unintended, will mostly change when the dimensions of the object are altered. After taking the subsample, the original sample is modified, which can be undesirable in some cases. Several methods exist to extend the reconstructed area (Pfeiffer, 2004; Zamyatin et al., 2005) , to reconstruct horizontally truncated data (Defrise et al., 2006; Vlassenbroeck, 2009) or to overcome the limitation by mosaic scanning (Haberthür et al., 2010; Mokso et al., 2012) , but the link between sample size and voxel size remains. Particularly in geosciences, where heterogeneity is an important characteristic, multi-scale imaging is gaining importance. In this technique, high resolution scans of small subsamples are used for characterization and modelling, and are spatially registered with low resolution scans of a large sample, providing macroscopic information ).
Another effect that has to be considered in this context is sample positioning and sample stability. Tomographic reconstruction requires a rigid sample which does not move during the CT scan. In some cases, particularly when going to very high spatial resolution, special care is needed to achieve this, e.g. by consolidation or fixation of the sample. This can be considered as destruction of the original sample.
Operator dependency
Due to the variety in sample size, shape and composition, no fixed and generally accepted protocols exist for micro-CT scanning. This means a large amount of free parameters can be chosen arbitrarily, such as tube voltage, beam filtering, total exposure time, etc., all influencing the final result. Additionally, different micro-CT setups will yield different results, and the absence of generally accepted calibration phantoms, particularly in nonbiomedical applications, hinders reliable comparison of results obtained at different setups.
Besides the operator-dependent image acquisition, obtaining quantitative results from the 3D volume is crucial. Therefore, the volume needs to be analysed using 3D analysis software. The most critical operation in this analysis is the segmentation of the volume, which is usually based on grey value thresholding. Due to effects such as partial volume and image noise, this step is extremely operator dependant (Baveye et al., 2010) . Nevertheless, when analysing reconstructed volumes of similar objects, this error is a constant making comparison of these similar objects possible. The quantitative results obtained by 3D analysis can thus be considered as relative rather than absolute numbers. In recent years, other segmentation algorithms dealing with this issue have gained importance (Iassonov et al., 2009) .
Imaging artefacts
As mentioned before, equation (3) is only valid in the case of monochromatic radiation. This condition can be met for synchrotron radiation, which can achieve a relative bandwidth of the order of 10 -4 . For laboratory-based setups, this condition is not met due to the Brehmsstrahlung-spectrum. This polychromaticity gives rise to one of the main imaging artefacts in X-ray CT, i.e. beam hardening. This effect is caused by the energy dependence of the linear attenuation coefficient , which implies low-energetic (soft) X-rays to have a higher probability of being absorbed than high-energetic (hard) X-rays. The result is an increase in reconstructed attenuation coefficient at the outer regions of the sample, i.e. the so-called cupping effect, referring to the shape of a cross-sectional line profile. The cupping effect can be diminished by using beam hardening filters, which eliminate the soft X-rays, but a trade-off between X-ray flux and beam hardening arises. Also, several software corrections exist to deal with the beam-hardening effect (e.g. (Van de Casteele et al., 2002) ). These correction methods attain good results for most samples, but may fail for complex samples with a variety of different materials.
A second artefact arises from the conical beam in common lab-based CT. Due to the incomplete sampling of the 3D Radon space (Kak and Slaney, 1988; Turbell, 2001) , slices which are far away from the center of the cone can suffer severe artefacts from the so-called cone-beam effect. This is often a problem when investigating layered structures and surfaces of samples. This effect is diminished by using iterative reconstruction methods, and is completely removed by using a helical scanning trajectory (De Witte, 2010).
A third major artefact arises from the temporal or spatial coherence of the X-ray beam, and is called phase contrast. It can be approximated as the refraction of the X-rays, and is visualised as an edge-enhancement effect (Wilkins et al., 1984) . This effect can be favourable for visual contrast (Tafforeau et al., 2006) , but it often hinders correct segmentation and image analysis when left unprocessed. At laboratory-based setups, this effect mainly arises at very high resolution and low sample attenuation. Due to the high coherence of synchrotron radiation, the phase contrast effect is much more pronounced in a wide range of applications. Several imaging and processing methods are available to benefit from this effect or to correct for the phase artefacts (Boone et al., 2012a; Cloetens et al., 1999; David et al., 2007; Weitkamp et al., 2011) .
Besides these major artefacts, caused by the imaging physics or the reconstruction mathematics, other imaging artefacts can occur. Common examples of these are ring artefacts, caused by the failure of one or more pixels in a pixellated detector or by the nonlinearity of different pixels (Sijbers and Postnov, 2004) , streak artefacts, usually caused by highly-attenuating inclusions (De Man et al., 1998) , and artefacts caused by instability or movement of the sample. Less common artefacts include secondary radiation effects (Boone et al., 2012b) , detector lag (Siewerdsen and Jaffray, 1999) and charge sharing effects (Firsching, 2009 ).
Data fusion:
The output of micro-CT scanning is a reconstructed 3D volume of local X-ray attenuation coefficients, which depend on both material composition and density. Although this is often sufficient, e.g. when the main interest is the morphology of the sample under investigation, sometimes more information is required, e.g. mineralogical information. This additional information requires other imaging techniques, which are usually not capable of imaging a 3D volume. For this reason, merging 3D CT data with 2D (Sakellariou et al., 2010; Sok et al., 2010) or 3D (Bruyndonckx et al., 2011) data from other techniques has become a key operation.
Besides data fusion from different techniques, multiple micro-CT datasets can also be fused to obtain multi-scale imaging or time-lapse imaging and analysis. In the first case, datasets at different voxel sizes are combined to analyse larger volumes at high resolution ). The latter case can be split up in two sub-categories. The first is rigid alignment, where the matrix is a rigid body that has been scanned several times. Between two scans, the sample has often been removed from the scanner, creating the need for alignment . The second subcategory is non-rigid deformation, where a sample has deformed and deformation needs to be quantified (Ando et al., 2012; Hall et al., 2010) .
Recently, much work has been done to improve this data fusion. In some cases, dataset fusion is performed completely manually , which is often a time-consuming and operator-dependent analysis step that is prone to biasing. In other cases, semi-automatic data fusion is used (Lenoir et al., 2007) . However, inherent to these methods is the fact that they are often less flexible.
X-ray micro-CT used in geosciences:
In the following, a brief and limited overview of applications of micro-CT in geosciences is given, categorized in specific disciplines. It must be emphasized that many other references exist, and that this overview is merely an indication of the wide range of possibilities of micro-CT.
 3D pore characterization Before X-ray micro-CT became available, 3D pore characterization was only possible through statistical models for reconstructing 3D porous media from 2D thin section images (Hazlett, 1997) or by process-based models (Øren and Bakke, 2002) . Both statistical and process based models have their advantages, but due to the current evolution in X-ray technology, complex pore-networks in 3D down to sub-micron scale can be imaged (Brunke et al., 2007; Brunke et al., 2010; Sakellariou et al., 2010; Sok et al., 2010; Weinekoetter, 2008) .
Whilst previous pore characterization mostly relied on subjective 2D descriptions of 3D pore structures (Vazquez-Calvo et al., 2007) or by means of computerized reconstructed models (Latief et al., 2010) , recently, more and more X-ray CT is being used combined with image analysis to allow complex 3D characterization. Already in the early days of synchrotron Xray micro-CT the technique was used to directly image the 3D pore structure of rocks at micrometers resolution. Coles et al. (1998) already tried to visualise fluid transport at a pore level using synchrotron X-ray micro-CT, while Coles et al. (1998; and Spanne et al. (1994a; 1994b) studied not only soil-water-root processes but also topology and transport of porous media by synchrotron X-ray micro-CT.
McCoy et al. (2006) utilized micro-CT to unravel the origin of rare asteroidal vesicular basalts and to conduct numerical modelling of bubble formation in a dike of ascending magma. Modelling results indicate that thin (< 30 cm wide) dikes are trapped at approximately 5 km depth where about 75 ppm of CO and CO 2 contribute equally to vesicle formation. Vesicular eucrites were metamorphosed in this deep-seated environment, the gas was lost, and they were excavated by impacts. Polacci et al. (2010) similarly analysed the vesicular geometry in volcanic products to improve the understanding of volcanic processes.
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Advances in non-destructive techniques such as micro-CT combined with spatial analysis, opened up the opportunity to directly quantify the internal architecture of soil in three dimensions (Sleutel et al., 2008) and the visualisation of soil organic matter (Bouckaert et al., 2009 ).
Porosity, pore-size distribution and pore geometry are some of the most important material properties for the investigation of weathering and conservation phenomena of natural building stones since they influence the permeability of water transport through the stone. By analysing the 3D pore structure and the internal dynamics of the stone by means of micro-CT, the potential weathering behaviour of a stone can be studied. Rozenbaum et al. (2011) investigated the general differences of a weathered and an unweathered sample of a similar stone. Alternatively, a sample can be artificially weathered and its structural changes can be visualised (Figure 2 ), e.g. in the case of a strong acid test . Figure 2 represents the pore structure changes for a local building stone of Belgium (Lede stone, a calcareous sandstone) before weathering and after 10 days and 21 days of weathering using a strong acid test . In the left column, the entire rendered volume is shown for the different steps, while in the right column only the 3D rendered pore structure is revealed. The red colour represents the largest pores (based on their volume) while the blue colour the smallest ones. In the first row (initial situation) the red pore structure corresponds to an elongated, dissolved shell fragment. Around this big pore, some smaller pores are visible. In contrast, on the second row (situation after 10 days of weathering) the red volume occupies less volume and new, relatively larger pores (in green) are formed on the edges of the sample. Finally, in the third row (situation after 21 days of weathering) the large shell fragment becomes connected with the newly formed pore structure on the border, resulting in one large interconnected pore structure (red structure). Some newly formed smaller pores (blue) are visible on the border of the sample.
Since in CT-technology, sample size is related to resolution, the production of drilled fixated stone samples with diameters down to 1 mm is crucial for high-resolution CT Grader et al., 2009) . Bhuiyan et al. (2013) analysed iron ore green pellets of approx. 12 mm in diameter by X-ray micro-CT. The segmented reconstructed volume represented a unique dataset consisting of a three-dimensional distribution of equiaxed objects corresponding to bubble cavities. This dataset was used to successfully validate a stereological method to determine the size distribution of spherical objects dispersed in a volume. This was achieved by investigating only a few cross-sectional images of this volume and measuring the profiles left by these objects in the cross-sectional images. Excellent agreement was observed between the size distribution of the bubble cavities obtained by directly classifying their size in the reconstructed volume and that estimated by applying the aforementioned stereological method to eight cross-sectional images of the reconstructed volume. Using different threshold values for binarization of the X-ray micro-CT data and comparing the results to those obtained by SEM, they found that X-ray micro-CT can be used after proper calibration against SEM data to measure the total porosity of the bubble cavities but can only provide a rough estimate of the median diameter because of the limited resolution achieved in this study.
 3D grain analysis
Considerable progress has been made in 3D X-ray micro-CT as an imaging technique, resulting in a growing need for more flexible, complete analysis packages containing advanced algorithms in order to discriminate and quantify true distribution of mineral phases. Ikeda et al. (2004) performed an element-concentration mapping of a Cs-doped partially molten granite by means of synchrotron X-ray micro-CT. Jerram et al. (2009) studied 3D crystal size distributions of olivine in kimberlites, while Masad et al. (2005) computed particle surface characteristics. Similar analysis can be applied to any other porous material, e.g. specific mineral quantification in stone or the study of the variability in composition and texture of natural stones (Figure 3 ) in order to classify the material geologically and in order to assists in the understanding of the environmental conditions in which they are formed . Figure 3a represents a reconstructed 2D slice of a local Belgian sedimentary stone of the Ypresian (Eocene) which is a glauconite-bearing (5-10 %) arenite with silica cement scanned at a voxel size of 4.8³ µm³. Grains which are both rounded and very angular, with the occurrence of quartz splinters can be identified in the reconstructed slice. In Figure 3b , the glauconite grains (in different shades of green) can be separated from the quartz grains (orange to yellow), since there is enough contrast between both types of grains. Also a third mineral phase with an intermediate attenuation coefficient can be recognized (shown in grey on the coloured figure  3b ), which is identified as feldspar using polarization microscopy. Based on stacks of 2D reconstructed slices, 3D image analysis makes it possible to digitally separate the different grains and determine for each grain the structural parameters like the volume, the surface, the sphericity, the maximum opening, the equivalent diameter and minimum closing. For the glauconite-bearing arenite three different minerals of the fieldstone were analyzed digitally: quartz, glauconite and feldspar. From coarse to fine, the different minerals are classified as medium sand to fine sand for the feldspar and quartz fraction and medium sand to very fine sand for the glauconite fraction. Quartz is very well sorted, feldspar well sorted and glauconite moderately sorted. The histogram of the glauconite shows a positive skew and represents a strongly fine-skewed distribution. However, quartz and feldspar are both coarseskewed. The average sphericity for each grain size interval reveals a decrease in sphericity for smaller grain sizes for all different minerals. Benedix et al.(2008) conducted mineralogical and tomographic studies of previously unstudied millimetre-to centimetresized metal-sulphide-vesicle assemblages and chronologic studies of the silicate host. The surface textures of volcanic ash particles, which are important components of explosive eruptions, are the subject of intense research (Ersoy et al., 2010) . The characterization of these ash surfaces is crucial for understanding the physics of volcanic plumes, remote sensing measurements of ash and aerosols, interfacial processes, modelling transportation and deposition of tephra and characterizing eruptive styles. Since micro-CT allows the measurements of the surface area and the volumes of individual ash particles, both this technique and SEM stereoscopic imaging are suggested by Ersoy et al. (2010) to be good candidate techniques for the characterization of textures on macro-pore regions of ash particles. Polacci et al. applied X-ray micro-CT to clasts of pumice and scoria from Stromboli, Villarica and the Campanian ignimbrite (Polacci et al., 2006) and samples of scoria and pumice from normal and paroxysmal activity at Stromboli (Polacci et al., 2009 ). Gualda and Rivers (2006) presented crystal size distributions for pumice clasts from the Bishop Tuff (California). Since accessory minerals preserve important records of the evolution of magmatic systems, X-ray micro-CT was used to yield three-dimensional maps of selected elements, particularly zircon and rare earth elements, making it possible to qualitatively and quantitatively document the textures of these minerals in situ and in three dimensions (Gualda et al., 2010) .
In the field of reservoir characterization, micro-CT has become an interesting research technique, not only for the quantification of the 3D heterogeneity of reservoir properties (Bera et al., 2010; Remeysen and Swennen, 2008) but also for the sedimentary and diagenetic phases (Grochau et al., 2010; Nakashima et al., 2008) . Lesher et al. (2009) combined highpressure set-ups and synchrotron radiation to model the Earth's thermal state, the chemical differentiation, and the dynamic processes, since it required knowledge of properties of silicate and metallic melts at high pressure. Sedimentary cores can be examined nondestructively in 3D as well as any kind of core. Pirlet et al. (2010; studied diagenetic formation of gypsum and dolomite and the mineral assemblages in cold-water coral mounds by means of micro-CT (Van Rooij et al., 2011). Arns et al. (2005a; 2005b) performed petrophysical analysis from reservoir core fragments and pore-scale characterization of carbonates by micro-CT. Uchida et al. (2000) examined the occurrences of natural gas hydrates beneath the permafrost in the Mackenzie Delta. Synchrotron experiments for studying core samples has previously been shown to provide excellent two-and threedimensional high resolution descriptions of pore structure and mineral distributions of core material (Coenen et al., 2004; Coles et al., 1998) .
Due to the increase in spatial and time resolution of X-ray micro-CT systems, it becomes possible to study particle deposition and particle dynamics. Imaging techniques like micro-CT can not only provide the morphological shape of internal particles, but also the sedimentary 3D structures that display a distinct density contrast with their surroundings (e.g. plant remains in lake sediments, sand dikes, etc.) (Carlson, 2006; Minter et al., 2012) .
 Fracture analysis
For the study of fractures, representing mechanical failures of the rock strength to natural geological stresses such as tectonic movement, lithostatic pressure changes, thermal stresses, high fluid pressure, drilling activity, and even fluid withdrawal, highly advanced techniques like micro-CT can be used. Fluid flow interactions between fractures and the matrix have a significant impact on displacement processes. focused on multiphase flow in the presence of a fracture tip. They studied two-phase fluid flow (wateroil) displacements in layered Berea sandstone that was artificially fractured with a single extensional fracture perpendicular to the natural layers. The temporal and spatial saturation distributions during the experiments of this study were determined using X-ray micro-CT. This 4D CT experimental data and recovery information were used as the basis for simulation in an effort to determine the interaction of the fracture-matrix environment with multiphase flow. Bertels et al (2001) developed an experimental technique that uses X-ray micro-CT to provide high-resolution measurements of aperture distribution and in situ saturation along with capillary pressure and relative permeability for a rough-walled fracture. (2010) and Kalam et al. (2011) all performed fluid flow modelling and digital rock physics on the digital micro-CT data. While Keller et al. (1999) studied the effect of fracture aperture variations on the dispersion of contaminants, Kelller (Keller, 1998) and Ketcham et al. (Ketcham et al., 2010) characterized fracture apertures by micro-CT (Figure 4) . In Figure 4a , the reconstructed 2D slice after micro-CT scanning is shown, featuring a large pumice clast at a widening point of the fracture. The fracture aperture throughout the specimen is calculated and shown in Figure 4b . Zhu et al. (2007) studied tracer transport in fractured chalk by X-ray micro-CT and digital image-based simulation. Voltolini et al. (2011) investigated a mortar affected by alkali-silica reaction (ASR) and characterised the void space herein, identifying cracks from the ASR expansion.
Characterizing and understanding the porous media network structure and the fractures are essential for maintaining and enhancing oil and gas recovery, since the pore system controls the fluid transport processes, described by the permeability and diffusion. Studies of the vertical diffusion of tracer solution (sodium iodine, NaI) in a layered Berea Sandstone sample that was partially fractured by using X-ray CT for its monitoring and quantification allowed the correlation of the layers' porosity and diffusion rate ).
 Multi-scale imaging
For both pore-and grain size analysis as well as any kind of 3D characterization by means of X-ray CT, there always is the link between the sample size and the obtained resolution. In order to overcome this problem, a range of experimental and computational tools have been developed which can assist one in probing the material's structure across the wide range of scales in an integrated fashion (Wildenschild and Sheppard, 2012) . Sok et al. (2010) and Grader et al. (2009) developed multi-scale imaging systems that uses thin sections from the original CT scanned sample or sub-samples, to image it at higher resolutions by means of Xray CT, back-scattered and focussed ion beam scanning electron microscopy to deliver information of the grains and pores at submicron resolutions and combines this information with the data derived from the original CT dataset ( Figure 5 ). In Figure 5a the schematic concept of the registration of a 2D SEM slice to a 3D micro-CT volume is given. In image registration, all the translation, rotation, warping and scaling transformations required to couple the SEM data to the slice of a 3D tomographic data set is undertaken . In Figure 5b the concept of mapping the image data from a high resolution 2D SEM to a slice of the tomogram is given. Generally, the resolution of tomographic is limited to ~1 µm while microscopy allows one to probe objects down to nanometer scale. Figure 5b illustrates the coupling of 250² nm² resolution SEM image to 2.85³ µm³ micro-CT slice from a 3D data set. Microporous features (e.g., porosity at submicron scales, pore size) from the higher resolution SEM can be mapped onto the corresponding slice of the tomogram. From this mapping features one can then stochastically propagate this higher resolution information throughout the 3D volumetric tomographic data.
 Ore analysis Imaging techniques like micro-CT can provide unique information of the geological and metallurgical significance for gold and related ore minerals. Kyle et al. (2008) examined the supergiant Grasberg porphyry Cu-Au deposit. Differentiating between metallic mineral grains with relatively small differences in density, e.g., bornite (5.1 g/cm3) from chalcopyrite (4.2 g/cm 3 ), is relatively straightforward for isolated monominerallic grains or composites in a similar lower-density matrix, but difficulties were encountered with the interpretation of typical intergrown ore minerals ( Figure 6 ). X-ray beam-hardening artefacts could lead to inconsistency in attenuation determination, both within and among slice images, complicating quantitative processing. However, differentiation of chalcopyrite and bornite were successful in smaller-diameter (<= 22-mm) cores of Grasberg ores. Small-diameter (<= 10 mm) cores of the Grasberg stockwork Cu-Au ore were analysed and data reduction protocols using the Blob3D program (Ketcham, 2005) were modified to improve the quantification of grain sizes and shapes. Grains as small as 6.5 µm were identified and all of these grains were in direct contact with chalcopyrite, providing support for gold distribution in porphyry copper systems being a result of exsolution from copper sulphides. Digital radiography combined with micro-CT scanning precisely defined the in situ location of mineral grains of interest within a sample, which then can be studied in conventional petrographic sections, and other types of analytical studies conducted, e.g., gold trace element geochemistry. Ghorbani et al. (2011) used a micro-CT scanner for the 3-D characterization of crack and mineral dissemination in sphalerite ore particles. In order to distinguish between the different minerals, a dual energy scanning procedure was run to determine both the density and effective atomic number of the minerals of interest. Combination of this information with a prior knowledge of the mineralogical characteristics of the ore, allowed the differentiation of the major minerals of interest in 3-D (galena, sphalerite, pyrite and silicate gangue) without the need for laborious sample preparation (such as impregnating, thinning, polishing). Ghorbani et al. (2011) reported the potential applications of X-ray CT to heap leaching technology and future directions. Agorhom et al (2012) mentions that there is a considerable challenge in accurate characterization of gold (Au) particles in low-grade plant ore mineral samples.
 Monitoring structural dynamic processes The monitoring of structural dynamic processes requires some technical challenges when using X-ray CT. Preferably, process-oriented experiments are carried out in an X-ray CT system in such a way that no displacement of the sample is needed during different stages of the experiment, resulting in a sequence of 3D images that are perfectly aligned with one another (Wildenschild and Sheppard, 2012) . This perfect alignment is often crucial for further analysis. Unfortunately, in many occasions it is inconvenient to carry out all the experiments inside the X-ray CT systems due to the length of a certain kind of experiment. In these cases, alternating steps of imaging is needed as well as ex-situ sample modification (Wildenschild and Sheppard, 2012) . Since it is impossible to position the samples during imaging with micron precision, alignment between the different imaging phases will be needed. Two methods exist to align these 3D data-sets after X-ray CT imaging: rigid body registration, when no deformation on the sample has occurred, and digital volume correlation, when the sample has been deformed during the experiment. Thanks to rigid body registration, a voxelperfect alignment of all images will be obtained, however, this remains computationally difficult, especially when the images are also scaled differently (Wildenschild and Sheppard, 2012) . In the case of sample deformation, Bay et al. (1999) generated a map showing the displacement vector of each voxel (i.e. a full strain map). The implementation of triaxial test cells in a micro-CT scanner (Charalampidou et al., 2011; Geraud et al., 1998; Hall et al., 2010; Lenoir et al., 2004; Otani et al., 2010; Raynaud et al., 2010; Siddiqui et al., 2010; Viggiani et al., 2004; Watanabe et al., 2009 ) can help to understand the stress-and timedependent deformation of porous structures (Figure 7 ). The magnitude of the rotation of individual grains during triaxial compression tests, plotted for the vertical slices through the middle of the scanned specimen is shown in Figure 7a . In Figure 7b , the shear strain inside a scanned sample during similar experiment is plotted. The combination of micro-CT scanning and the use of a triaxial test cells helps to predict changes in reservoir production, by analysing the behaviour of the most important properties of the rock, such as porosity and permeability (Charalampidou et al., 2011; Karacan and Mitchell, 2003) .
Temperature-controlled imaging can be very important for many research topics, including those where probe flow and transport systems are related to the deeper subsurface environment like oil recovery processes, geothermal energy recovery, and geological sequestration of CO 2 (Wildenschild and Sheppard, 2012) . Micro-CT was used to represent models of the internal composition and structure of undisturbed pro-and subglacial soft sediment sample plugs for the purposes of identifying and analysing kinematic indicators (Tarplee et al., 2011) . Since 2001, research on snow by means of a cryo-stat is being performed. Coleou et al. (2001) and Heggli et al. (2011) imaged and measured snow in 3D, while Flin et al. (2004) characterized the snow microstructural evolution under isothermal conditions. Kaempfer et al. (2005) described a microstructural approach to model heat transfer in snow, while Pieritz et al. (2004) modelled the micromechanics of snow. Schneebeli and Sokratov (2004) performed tomography of the temperature gradient metamorphism of snow and associated changes in heat conductivity.
Some of the technical difficulties, when visualising pore-scale resolving processes are the required small sample size and thus weakness of such thin samples as well as the need to obtain sufficient contrast between the pore fluids inside the material and the related difficulties to threshold these correctly (Silin et al., 2011 ). In 2011 , Iglauer et al. (2011 were able to image residual CO 2 in sandstone by means of X-ray CT at temperature and pressure corresponding to CO 2 in its supercritical state.
In soil science, deformation is a perpetual process in the pedosphere where besides physicochemical stresses primarily alternating hydraulic and mechanical stresses continuously re-arrange the configuration of solid particles. Peth (2010) and Peth et al. (2010) studied local strain and changes in soil structure resulting from hydraulic and mechanical stresses based on X-ray micro-CT data. Digital image reconstructions were used to quantify local structural pore space characteristics and local soil deformation by 3D morphological and correlation analysis of grayscale tomograms. The results demonstrate the potential of more detailed non-invasive micro-mechanical analysis of soil deformation processes which could improve the conceptual understanding of the physical behaviour of soil systems.
Analogue models, commonly used to gain insights into large-scale volcano-tectonic processes, were scanned by means of micro-CT, documenting model surface topography and the three-dimensional (3D) aspect of deformation structures in order to understand the simulated processes (Kervyn et al., 2010) . This method allows documenting the deformation of the brittle-ductile interface and turns out to be a powerful tool for better understanding the complex 3D deformation associated with volcano-tectonic processes.
 Fluid flow analysis
Currently it is possible to fit various pieces of equipment interconnected with fluid flow lines in the working space of different X-ray CT systems. The only constrains for fluid flow experiments is that, in order to get high quality images, the internal processes should be much slower than or stable during the scanning time. Additionally, enough exposure time is needed in order to obtain a good signal-to-noise ratio, meaning that there will always be a trade-off between acquisition time and image quality. However, it remains a challenge to perform process-oriented experiments that are carried out at a X-ray CT scanner due to the constrains of the sizes of the working space and by the ability to run fluid flow lines to and from the fluid flow cell, since additionally, there is the need, in many cases, for the attached fluid lines to be able to rotate (180° up until 360°) with the sample as it rotates in the beam (Wildenschild and Sheppard, 2012) . Using calculations derived from fluid flow modelling, based on 3D images from techniques like micro-CT (Petchsingto and Karpyn, 2009) , predictions on diffusion of contaminants can be estimated (Polak et al., 2003) . Based on these calculations, suggestions on possible remediation efforts like clean water injection into the fractures can be tested. To be able to predict contaminant transport in groundwater, an accurate conceptual and physical understanding of aquifer properties at multiple scales is required. Dann et al. (2011) derive the physical and hydraulic properties of a coastal sand aquifer using micro and macro X-ray computed tomography techniques. Singh et al. (2011) examined the pore-scale behavior of a non-aqueous phase liquid (NAPL) trapped as residual contamination in a porous medium, subject to freeze-thaw cycles, by X-ray micro-CT (Figure 8 ). By means of X-ray CT it was possible the render in 3D an X-ray tomogram of residual non-aqueous phase liquid (yellow) and water (blue) in bead pack (transparent). Ketcham and Iturrinno (2005) developed a method that allowed them to study fluid penetration into volcanic rocks. Chen et al. (2009) used X-ray micro-CT and pore scale modelling to quantify sediment mixing and fluid flow in a developing streambed.
Natural building stones are heterogeneous substances characterized by a wide range of mineral compositions, textures and structures. Consequently, their physical and chemical properties and the resulting durability are quite variable. When studying natural building stones, it is of prime importance to address their characteristic properties. For many years, most characterization and flow and transport experiments were carried out first in the laboratory and before and/or afterwards X-ray imaging was done for evaluation. Since it has become more feasible to perform a selective range of experiments directly on the X-ray CT scanner, such that disturbance from transportation can be avoided and registration issues are simplified (Wildenschild & Sheppard) many fluid flow experiments are being performed directly an a X-ray CT scanner to monitor the dynamics. Fluid-flow in building stones Coles et al., 1998; Wennberg et al., 2009; Xin et al., 2010) can be studied by means of X-ray CT together with their weathering resistance (Navarre-Sitchler et al., 2009 ) against frost-thaw (Ingham, 2005 , thermal shock (Török and Prikryl, 2010) , salt (Charola, 2000) , etc. Based on these studies one can provide advice on the application of building stones and their use as restoration product (Hanley and Pavía, 2008; Lanas et al., 2004; Maravelaki-Kalaitzaki et al., 2005; Rizzo and Megna, 2008; SzemereyKiss and Török, 2011) . Tight gas reservoirs exhibit storage and flow characteristics which are intimately tied to depositional and diagenetic processes (Golab et al., 2010) . As a result, exploitation of these resources requires comprehensive reservoir description and characterization programs to identify properties which control production. In particular, tight gas reservoirs have significant primary and secondary porosity and pore connectivity dominated by clays and slot-like pores, which makes them particularly susceptible to the effects of overburden stress and variable water saturation. Golab et al. (2010) studied those tight gas reservoirs by means of X-ray CT.
In petroleum reservoir engineering, a realistic characterization of heterogenic reservoir rocks has been a long-standing problem of great practical interest because it may significantly affect the productivity of these reservoir systems (Qi et al., 2000; Santos et al., 2002) . Integrated application of combined micro-CT characterization and process monitoring, with modelling could demonstrate the importance of rock heterogeneity (porosity, hydraulic conductivity, and diffusivity) in fluid transport processes (Kumar et al., 2010a; Kumar et al., 2010b; Watanabe et al., 2011a; Watanabe et al., 2011b) . The petrophysical features of reservoir rocks can therefore be studied not only in the context of fluid flow but also as means of evaluating reservoir quality (Carlson, 2006) .
Combined with fluid flow visualisation, electronical and acoustic measurements can also be performed during X-ray imaging, for example the experiments of Redwan & Rammlmeir (2010) who simultaneously measured the electronical conductivity and water saturation through X-ray imaging using an experimental setup involving the use of a geophysical foil that allowed them to monitor changes in electrical conductivity.
 Morphological characterization of fossils
Due to the non-destructive-nature of X-ray micro-CT, rare and valuable artefacts can be examined in 3D. Donoghue et al. (2006) investigate fossilized embryos, whereas Tafforeau et al.(2006) cover a wide range of fossils. More recently, Gai et al. (2011) characterized a fossil of a jawless fish using synchrotron-based micro-CT. Other types of fossils include animals which have been preserved in amber , such as spiders (Bosselaers et al., 2010; Penney et al., 2007) , beetles (Perreau and Tafforeau, 2011) , pseudoscorpions ( Figure 9 , which shows in high detail the right chelal fingers of the Pseudogarypus synchrotron Henderickx et al, 2012 at a reconstructed voxel size of 0.667³ µm³) (Henderickx et al., 2006; Henderickx et al., 2012) and earwigs (Perrichot et al., 2011) . Other than these natural artefacts, man-made prehistoric objects are the subject of the research of Abel et al. (2011) . At sub-micron resolutions, three-dimensional imaging and bio-metric quantification of fossils like foraminiferal interiors becomes possible. Thanks to this technique a new era can be opened in fundamental biometric-evolutionary research; it can provide a means of morphologic evaluation of phylogenies based on molecular data. Eventually, the accuracy of palaeoceanographic and palaeoclimatic reconstructions could also benefit from the possibility of morphological differentiation between cryptic planktonic species (Speijer et al., 2008) .
Conclusion
Although the possibilities of X-ray micro-CT are increasingly well-known and used in almost all research fields in earth sciences, several challenges remain to be tackled. Despite technological and computational advances, discretization effects and the consequences thereof, such as the partial volume effect and the relation between sample size and voxel size, are issues that are to be kept in mind when performing X-ray CT analysis. Like in many other microscopical techniques, working at high resolutions on small objects requires proper knowledge of the limitations and optimization of the workflow, especially when working with heterogeneous materials. At the same time, 3D analysis of large digital volumes has become possible: image segmentation has improved, the computation power has increased, new and better performing algorithms were developed and new characterization parameters are established. Some physical limitations, such as X-ray spot sizes are in some cases reached, indicating the technique has reached a mature state.
Nevertheless, knowledge in geosciences is often still missing 3D visualisations of structural details or the monitoring of dynamic processes at high resolutions. Technically high resolution X-ray CT has a lot to offer for geosciences and it is up to the researchers to explore
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the new applications which can benefit from the possibilities of this technique. Like any other technique, it is important to know its limitations and use it in the most optimal way. The fact that high resolution X-ray CT is a non-destructive technique is extremely important for the geomaterial research: it allows fusing obtained 3D data with chemical or structural data obtained from other techniques, to visualise and analyse dynamic processes and thus provide better insights in the structure, internal processes and many more.
Additionally, new technologies are breaking through, which have the potential to greatly improve the possibilities of X-ray micro-CT. Techniques that make use of the energydependence of the attenuation coefficient, such as dual-energy CT and spectral CT, are being explored to improve material identification, one of the main issues in micro-CT. The combination of micro-CT with complementary techniques takes advantage of increased computational possibilities for image correlation and advances in the field of these techniques, which often explore 2D, pseudo-3D or even full 3D spatial information. Increasing computational power mainly improves analysis possibilities, in the first place by accelerating 3D analysis algorithms and making new analysis algorithms feasible, but also by enabling modelling to extend quantitative results beyond the scanned sample. Besides all these technological advances with increasing use of micro-CT in geosciences, the standardization will naturally be established, yielding more reliable results, comparable to medical CT scanning. The sample is artificially weathered by means of a strong acid test during 21 days and scanned before (top row), during (middle row) and after (bottom row) this process. Reprinted from ), Copyright (2012 , with permission from Elsevier.
Figure captions
Figure 3: (a) Reconstructed slice of a glauconite-bearing arenite; (b) corresponding slice where the grains are colour-coded based on the maximum opening of the grain after digital image analysis. The glauconite grains (represented in shades of green; with small (darker) to bigger (lighter) maximum opening) can be separated from the quartz grains (yellow to red objects represent with small (yellow) to larger (red) maximum opening), since there is enough contrast between both types of grains. Also a third mineral phase with an intermediate attenuation coefficient can be recognized (shown in grey on the coloured figure) , which is identified as feldspar using polarization microscopy. Reprinted from ), Copyright (2012 , with permission from the Mineralogical Association of Canada. Henderickx et al, 2012 fossil trapped in amber imaged using propagation-based phase contrast synchrotron micro-CT. Altered figure from (Henderickx et al., 2012) with permission.
